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Gita Gopinath

Gita Gopinath is the First Deputy Managing Director of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) as of January 21, 2022. In that role, she oversees the
work of staff, represents the Fund at multilateral forums, maintains high-level
contacts with member governments and Board members, the media, and
other institutions; leads the Fund’s work on surveillance and related policies,
and oversees research and flagship publications.
Ms. Gopinath previously served as the Chief Economist of the Fund from 201922. In that role, she was the Economic Counsellor of the Fund and Director of
its Research Department. She helmed thirteen releases of the World Economic
Outlook, including forecasts of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
global economy. She co-authored the “Pandemic Paper” on how to end the
COVID-19 pandemic that set globally endorsed targets for vaccinating the
world and led to the creation of the Multilateral Task Force made up of the
leadership of the IMF, World Bank, WTO, and WHO to help end the pandemic
and the establishment of a working group with vaccine manufacturers to
identify trade barriers, supply bottlenecks, and accelerate delivery of vaccines
to low and lower-middle income countries. She also worked with other Fund
departments to connect with policymakers, academics, and other stakeholders
on a new analytical approach to help countries respond to international capital
flows via the Integrated Policy Framework. She also helped set up a climate
change team inside the IMF to analyze, among other things, optimal climate
mitigation policies.
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Prior to joining the IMF, Ms. Gopinath was the John Zwaanstra Professor of
International Studies and of Economics at Harvard University’s economics
department (2005-22), and before that she was an assistant professor of
economics at the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business (2001-05).
Her research, which focuses on International Finance and Macroeconomics, is
widely cited and has been published in many top economics journals. She has
authored numerous research articles on exchange rates, trade and investment,
international financial crises, monetary policy, debt, and emerging market
crises.
Ms. Gopinath was born in India and is a U.S. national and an overseas citizen of
India. She has received numerous awards and commendations. In 2021, the
Financial Times named her among the ‘25 most influential women of the year’,
the International Economic Association named her the Schumpeter-Haberler
Distinguished Fellow, the Agricultural & Applied Economics Association
recognized her with the John Kenneth Galbraith Award, and the Carnegie
Corporation named her among ‘Great (American) Immigrants’. She was named
among the Bloomberg ‘50 people who defined 2019’, a ‘Top Global Thinker’ by
Foreign Policy, and among the ‘Women who Broke Major Barriers to Become
Firsts' by Time Magazine.
Ms. Gopinath is the recipient of the Pravasi Bharatiya Samman, the highest
honor conferred on overseas Indians by the Government of India, and the
Distinguished Alumnus Award from the University of Washington. The IMF
named her one of the ‘top 25 economists under 45’ in 2014, she was chosen as
one of the ‘25 Indians to Watch’ by the Financial Times in 2012, and she was
selected as a Young Global Leader by the World Economic Forum in 2011.
Ms. Gopinath received her Ph.D. in economics from Princeton University in
2001, after earning a B.A. from Lady Shri Ram College and M.A. degrees from
the Delhi School of Economics and the University of Washington.
Source-Gita Gopinath (imf.org)
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EXPERIENCE – 104%
“Nothing ever becomes real till it is experienced”
– John Keats

Experience cannot be explained; it can only be experienced !!!
Experience can be defined as “an event or occurrence which leaves an
impression on someone’’. In other words, it is the process of
getting knowledge or skill from doing, seeing, or feeling things. Teaching is an
experience; Learning is an experience; Dancing is an experience; Life itself is an
Experience !!!
The question arises Whether knowledge is superior or Experience? The answer
is crystal clear from the Matho – English concept we started from Jan 2022 –
Knowledge has 96 % weightage ( June 22 Article ) whereas Experience exceeds
Centum – 104 %.
No doubt, the Knowledge and Qualifications add to experience; but Experience
is unmatchable with anything !!
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Experience the Experienced Quotes of Greats !!!
❖ “The only source of Knowledge is Experience” - Albert Einstein
❖ “Experience is a lesson of the past to lessen the burden of the future”Michael Sage
❖ “Experience is what you get when you didn’t get what you wanted” - Randy
Pausch
❖ “Go for it. No matter how it ends, it was an experience” - Anonymous
❖ “View life as a continuous learning experience” - Denis Waitley
Experience cannot be created; we must undergo the same. Every experience,
good or bad, teaches amazing life lessons. Let’s learn from it and be
successful in every field of Life !!!
SPC Message :
Believe in yourself,
Push your limits,
Experience your goals, &
Be Happy !!!

Click here for more!
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Human-Made Outbreak

By Deepa A(CA Inter-22)

Nature gifted us all
with the essential elements,
but Humans are too ungenerous to use it all,
She never accused!
She had no demands,
Humans had all commands
She has the ethics of atonement,
Wherein Humans have the

foundation of self-securing.
She cares, Humans don’t.
She cried; Humans still didn’t bother.
Outbreak is “Human-Made”
Humans are suffering,
She is recovering.
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It sounds easy, yet it is very powerful. A simple shift in mindset can create the
prettiest smile on our faces. Life is made of moments, and every tiny thing
counts. These little things will make up life’s moments. Significant and big
things are important to each of us, yet it is the little things that make each day.
When someone says, “Little things matter," it does not imply that small things
are the only things that matter and that big things have no real value. It varies
from person to person. Therefore, what the saying implies is that if one
doesn’t do little things well, the big things don’t happen. A little initiative will
lead to a big achievement.
There are people who live solely for the big things in life, who are bored by the
little things and pay no attention to them. They are waiting for big things to
come, but chances are that they will never come, because the tiny things that
make big things happen are not given attention. Telling someone “Thank you”
or helping someone when it was not asked for will become a reason for
somebody’s little smile. It costs nothing to say please and thank you. But
forgetting those magical words will cost you. A little hard work on a day-to-day
basis will make a noticeable difference in our lives and will bring those two
words “CA”. Showing efficiency in every task we do will be a stepping stone
towards the accomplishment of our dream. Life is what we make it, so we will
concentrate on those little things that matter, so we will make it.
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60th Shetty Sir’s Quiz Corner
1. Merchant Banker does not offer services in
regard to–
(A) Project appraisal
(B) Capital issue
(C) Project preparation
(D) Subscription to Equity shares
2. Who among the following does not have an
insurable interest in fire insurance?
(A) A shop owner in the property of his customers
(B) A creditor in the property mortgaged with him
(C) A trustee in the property of the trust
(D) An insurance company in the property insured
3. Who is the author of the book, “The Winning
Sixer,” which was released recently?
(A) Anil Kumble
(B) Rahul David
(C) W.V.Raman
(D) Krishnamachari Srikkanth
4. Who was recently appointed as the new
Managing Director of the State Bank of India
(SBI)?
(A) Challa Sreenivasulu Setty
(B) Rajnish kumar
(C) Atanu Kumar Das
(D) Sanjiv Chadha
5. What is the profession of Anoop Mishra, who
has been in the news recently?
(A) Politician
(B) Army Major
(C) Sportsperson
(D) Musician

Click here to give the
answers & suggestions

Winners-June 2022
1. Sowmya
2. Rahul R Jain
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1. Book of the month- Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams Pull Together and
Others Don't by Simon Sinek
Imagine a world where almost everyone wakes up inspired to go to work. This
is not a crazy, idealised notion. In many successful organisations, great leaders
are creating environments in which teams trust each other so deeply that they
would put their lives on the line for each other. Yet other teams, no matter
what incentives were offered, are doomed to infighting, fragmentation and
failure. Why? Today's workplaces tend to be full of cynicism, paranoia and selfinterest. But the best organisations foster trust and cooperation because their
leaders build what Sinek calls a Circle of Safety. It separates the security inside
the team from the challenges outside. He shows that leaders who are willing to
eat last are rewarded with deeply loyal colleagues who will stop at nothing to
advance their vision. It's amazing how well it works.

2. Word of the month: mano a mano
a direct confrontation or conflict; head-on competition; duel.
3. Concept of the month: Bazball
‘Bazball’ essentially means an aggressive approach towards scoring quick runs,
even in Test cricket - a format which is traditionally much slower than its
limited overs counterparts like ODIs and T20s and sees batters take a much
more conservative approach.
4. Quite Interesting-Vedic Maths
Vedic Mathematics is a system of mathematics which was discovered by Indian
mathematician Jagadguru Shri Bharathi Krishna Tirthaji in the period between
A.D. 1911 and 1918 and published his findings in a Vedic Mathematics Book by
Tirthaji Maharaj.
Vedic Mathematics is a collection of Techniques/Sutras to solve mathematical
arithmetics in easy and faster way. It consists of 16 Sutras (Formulae) and 13
sub-sutras (Sub Formulae) which can be used for problems involved in
arithmetic, algebra, geometry, calculus, conics.
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Veda is a Sanskrit word which means ‘Knowledge’. Using regular mathematical
steps, solving problems sometimes are complex and time consuming. But using
Vedic Mathematics General Techniques (applicable to all sets of given data)
and Specific Techniques (applicable to specific sets of given data), numerical
calculations can be done very fast.
Shri Bharathi Krishna Tirthaji Maharaj was born in March 1884 in the Puri
village of Orissa state. He was very good in subjects like Mathematics, Science,
Humanities and was excellent in Sanskrit language. He claims that these
sutras/techniques he learnt from the Vedas especially ‘Rig-Veda’ directly or
indirectly and he intuitively rediscovered them when he was practicing
meditation for 8 years. Vedic Mathematics can definitely solve mathematical
numerical calculations in faster way. Some Vedic Math Scholars mentioned
that, using Vedic Maths tricks you can do calculations 10-15 times faster than
our usual methods.

5. Gita For Life-Chapter 1 Arjuna Vishaadha Yoga(Verse 29-31)
न काङ्क्षे विजयं कृष्ण न च राज्यं सुखावन च |
वकं नो राज्येन गोविन्द वकं भोगै जीवितेन िा || 32||
येषामर्थे कावङ्क्षतं नो राज्यं भोगा: सुखावन च |
त इमेऽिस्थर्थता युद्धे प्राणां स्त्यक्त्वा धनावन च || 33||
O Krishna, I do not desire victory, kingdom, or the happiness accruing to it. Of
what avail will be a kingdom, pleasures, or even life itself, when the very
persons for whom we covet them, are standing before us for battle?
6. Mankuthimmana Kagga
ತಳಮಳವಿದೆೇನಿಳೆಗೆ? ದೆೇವದನುಜರ್ ಮಥಿಸೆ ।ಜಳನಿಧಿಯೊಳಾದಂತೆ ಸುಧೆಗೆ ಪೇಠಿಕೆಯೇಂ?
॥ಹಾಳಾಹಳಾವ ಕುಡಿವ ಗಿರಿಶನಿದ್ದಿದೆದೊಡಿೇ । ಕಳವಳವದೆೇತಕೆಲೆದೇ? - ಮಂಕುತಿಮಮ
Why are everyone on this earth so restless? It is similar to the restlessness
among the Gods and Demons during the churning of the ocean when poison
emanated as a produce. No one knew that it would be followed by elixir. So
they did not know what to do with the poison. Luckily they had Lord Shiva to
consume the posion and rescue the world. If we also know that there is such a
person who will consume all our worries, then would we be still restless? Mankutimma
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7. Inspirational story-Wait…What?
A carpenter who was nearing retirement told his boss that he was ready to end
his career and spend his time with his wife and family. He would miss his work,
but he felt it was time to spend his time with the people who were important
to him.
His boss was saddened by this news, as this carpenter had been a good,
reliable employee for many years. He asked the carpenter if he could do him a
favor and build just one more house.
The carpenter reluctantly conceded, even though his passion for building had
faded. While he was building this last house, his normal work ethic faded and
his efforts were mediocre, at best. He used inexpensive and inferior materials
and cut corners wherever he could. It was a poor way to finish such a dedicated
career that he once had.

When the carpenter was finished, his boss came to look at the house. He gave
the key to the carpenter and said, “This house is my gift to you for all of the
hard work you have done for me over the years.” The carpenter was
astonished.
What a generous gift this was to receive from his boss, but if he had known he
was building a house for himself, he would have made his usual efforts to
create a high-quality home.
The Moral:
The same idea applies to how you build your life. Every day that you wake up
offers an opportunity for you to put your best foot forward, yet we often do
mediocre work, saving the more important things for “another” day.
Then one day, we find ourselves shocked that our lives aren’t what we had
hoped they would be. The “house” we built to live in has a lot of flaws due to a
lack of effort. However, you can’t go back and rebuild it in a day or two.
As people say, “Life is a do-it-yourself project.” Your attitude and choices help
build the life you will live tomorrow. So…build carefully.
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Wall of Art
.

An artist can show things that other
people are terrified of expressing. This is
an artwork of one of the greatest
footballer Lionel Messi.
Srinivas
Inter Batch(Sept-21)

It's a wonder how we always wonder
for a wonder to occur!.
Sukanya T
CAPS Alumni

In the ancient Sanskrit language,
“mandala” means circle. Traditionally, a
mandala is a geometric design that
represents the cosmos or deities in
various heavenly worlds. It’s all about
finding peace in the symmetry of the
design of universe.
Tripthi Amin
CA FND Batch(Jun-21)
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Feedbacks
“All topics are very interesting and inspiring and would regret for not
reading the previous infomags.”
-Chetan.C
“Diverse topics are covered—Awesome.”

-Rahul

“Fantastic Initiative—Loved Creativity”

-Hemant

“Very inspiring and insightful. Awesome!”

-Sunil

“Thanks for sharig amazing content-keep it up”

-Mitesh

“The Perfect dose of wisdom and knowledge 👌”

-Prasad Shenoy
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Reach out to us
mail.capsfoundation@gmail.com
www.capsfoundation.in
+91-98866-83697
Images source-Pinterest

